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Oracle 11g Express Edition Tutorial
Build and manage your Oracle Database XE
environment with this fast paced, practical guide
Designed to provide an insight into the database
concepts DESCRIPTION Book teaches the
essentials of DBMS to anyone who wants to become
an effective and independent DBMS Master. It
covers all the DBMS fundamentals without forgetting
few vital advanced topics such as from installation,
configuration and monitoring, up to the backup and
migration of database covering few database client
tools. KEY FEATURES Book contains real-time
executed commands along with screenshot Parallel
execution and explanation of Oracle and MySQL
Database commands A Single comprehensive guide
for Students, Teachers and Professionals Practical
oriented book WHAT WILL YOU LEARN Relational
Database,Keys Normalization of database SQL,
SQL Queries, SQL joins Aggregate Functions,Oracle
and Mysql tools WHO THIS BOOK IS FOR Students
of Polytechnic Diploma Classes- Computer Science/
Information Technology Graduate StudentsComputer Science/ CSE / IT/ Computer Applications
Master Class Students—Msc (CS/IT)/ MCA/ M.Phil,
M.Tech, M.S. Industry Professionals- Preparing for
Certifications Table of Contents ?1. Fundamentals of
data and Database management system 2.
Database Architecture and Models 3. Relational
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Database and normalization 4. Open source
technology & SQL 5. Database queries 6. SQL
operators 7. Introduction to database joins 8.
Aggregate functions, subqueries and users 9.
Backup & Recovery 10. Database installation 11.
Oracle and MYSQL tools 12. Exercise
Written as a practical Cookbook, the recipes in this
essential guide will help you make the most out of
Oracle Data Integrator 11g.This book is meant for
people who already possess a basic understanding
of Oracle Data Integrator and want to take it to the
next level by learning how to better leverage
advanced ODI features and functionality as they
continue to develop and manage their data
integration projects.
Succeed in managing Oracle Application Express
(APEX) environments. This book focuses on creating
the right combination of scalability, high-availability,
backup and recovery, integrity, and resource control.
The book covers everything from simple to
enterprise-class deployments, with emphasis on
enterprise-level requirements and coverage of cloud
and hybrid-cloud scenarios. Many books cover how
to develop applications in Oracle APEX. It’s a tool
with a fast-growing user-base as developers come to
know how quick and easy it is to create new
applications that run in a browser. However, just
getting an application off the ground is only a small
part of a bigger picture. Applications must be
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supported. They must be available when users need
them. They must be robust against disaster and
secure against malicious attack. These are the
issues addressed in Oracle Application Express
Administration. These are the issues that when
tackled successfully lead to long term success in
using Oracle APEX as a rapid applicationdevelopment toolset. Readers of this book learn how
to install the Oracle APEX engine in support of smallscale projects such as at the departmental level, and
in support of enterprise-level projects accessed by
thousands of users across dozens of time zones.
Readers learn to take advantage of Oracle
Database’s underlying feature set in regards to
application scalability and performance, integrity,
security, high-availability, and robustness against
failure and data loss. Oracle Application Express
Administration also describes different cloud
solutions, integration with Oracle E-Business Suite,
and helps in taking advantage of multitenancy in
Oracle Database 12c and beyond. Covers important
enterprise considerations such as scalability,
robustness, high-availability. Describes cloud-based
application deployment scenarios Focuses on
creating the right deployment environment for longterm success What You Will Learn Install, upgrade,
and configure robust APEX environments Back up
and recover APEX applications and their data
Monitor and tune the APEX engine and its
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applications Benefit from new administration features
in APEX 5.0 Run under multi-tenant architecture in
Oracle Database 12c Manage the use of scarce
resources with Resource Manager Secure your data
with advanced security features Build highavailability into your APEX deployments Integrate
APEX with Oracle E-Business Suite Who This Book
Is For Architects, administrators, and developers
who want to better understand how APEX works in a
corporate environment. Readers will use this book to
design deployment architectures around Oracle
Database strengths like multi-tenancy, resource
management, and high availability. The book is also
useful to administrators responsible for installation
and upgrade, backup and recovery, and the ongoing
monitoring of the APEX engine and the applications
built upon it.
??????????????????????????????+??????????????
?????????????Java
Web?????????????????????????????Java
Web?????????????Java Web???????Java
Web?????JSP???JSP?????Java Web???????Struts
???Struts?????Struts??????????Hibernate
?????Hibernate ????????Spring ????? Spring
?????SSH????????????????????Java Web????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
Java EE?????????????????Java Web????????????
???? ???? ? ???! ?? ????? ??? ? ?? ? ?????? ?? ????,
JSP? ???? ?? ? ???? ?? ????? ??? ?? ????. ??? ????
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??????.
A guide to the new features of Oracle Database 11g
covers such topics as architectural changes,
database administration upgrades, security
enhancements, and programming innovations.
This JDBC tutorial book is a collection of notes and
sample codes written by the author while he was
learning JDBC technology himself. Topics include
introduction to JDBC driver; installing JDK on
Windows and other systems; Using Derby (Java DB)
JDBC Driver; Using MySQL JDBC Driver (MySQL
Connector/J); Using Oracle JDBC Driver; Using SQL
Server JDBC Driver; Using JDBC-ODBC Bridge
Driver. Updated in 2020 (Version 3.10) with JDBC
4.3. For latest updates and free sample chapters,
visit http://www.herongyang.com/JDBC.
¿Qué es H2PAC? El modelo H2PAC resuelve propuestas
clave a partir de ACTIVIDADES. Esta forma de aprendizaje
parte de un RETO: la actividad que deberás resolver. Para
ello te facilitamos un contenido teórico, EL CONOCIMIENTO
IMPRESCINDIBLE, que te ayudará a entender los conceptos
esenciales para poder afrontar el desafío planteado
inicialmente. Además del contenido teórico, el modelo
también te facilita LAS SOLUCIONES, una propuesta de
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resolución del reto expuesto. Saber qué es un data
warehouse (almacén de datos) y para qué sirve, o aprender a
crear uno para analizar datos reales. El lector elegirá si ser
un mero espectador, leyendo sobre almacenes de datos y
viendo cómo se aplican en un problema real, o ser el actor
principal, implementando él mismo el almacén de datos a
partir del reto planteado y los datos facilitados.
Create dynamic client/server applications using PL/SQL and
the comprehensive information contained in this authoritative
volume. Expert Oracle insiders cover the features of PL/SQL,
explain scripting semantics and syntax, and fully detail the
PL/SQL functionality of Oracle Database 10g. You’ll learn
how to write powerful PL/SQL programs, interact with Oracle
databases, perform complex calculations, and handle error
conditions.
Agile Oracle Application Express shows how skilled,
motivated, and self-organizing developers can realize
extraordinary commercial benefits from Oracle Application
Express. The secret is to couple Application Express with an
agile software development approach. This book leads the
way. Oracle Application Express is well-suited to agile
processes, with its support for rapid prototyping and team
development. Application Express supports a gamut of
enabling technologies such as SQL, HTML, CSS, JavaScript,
and more that enable you to deliver any type of web
application to meet your development needs. Agile Oracle
Application Express helps you take the feature set of
Application Express and marry it with the processes of agile
development to iteratively design, create, and deliver quality
applications on time and within budget.
Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party sellers
are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality, authenticity,
or access to any online entitlements included with the
product. Create and debug next-generation, feature-rich
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PL/SQL applications Push your PL/SQL programming skills to
the next level with the extensive information contained in this
volume. You’ll learn how to write dynamic PL/SQL programs,
interface with Oracle databases, execute complex
calculations, and handle error conditions using advanced
techniques. Plus, you’ll get the latest on the PL/SQL Toolkit,
Java integration, code threading, and performance
optimizing. Oracle professionals Ron Hardman and Michael
McLaughlin cover all the bases, providing real-world
examples, undocumented tricks, syntax samples, and unique
solutions for every topic. Compile high performance PL/SQL
scripts using procedures, functions, packages and triggers
Trap, trace, identify, and eliminate compile-time and runtime
errors Manage error propagation, stacks, regular expressions,
and metacharacters Exploit definer’s-rights and invoker’srights architectures Extend PL/SQL functionality using serverside and internal Java class libraries Build and run parallel
PL/SQL program units using DBMS_JOB and DBMS_PIPE
Exploit definer’s-rights and invoker’s-rights architectures
Tune performance using statistics gathering, the PL/SQL
optimizer, SQL Trace, DBMS_STATS, and TKPROF Use
Oracle Text with PL/SQL Server Pages to perform theme/gist
extraction, highlighting, stemming, fuzzy, and wildcard
searching Administer server-side PL/SQL Toolkit web pages
and PL/SQL Server Pages Secure, encrypt, and transmit data
using DBMS_CRYPTO, UTL_COMPRESS,
DBMS_DATAPUMP, and DBMS_FILE_TRANSFER
Building on your existing SQL skills, this book teaches you
how to apply useful jQuery techniques to applications
developed using the Oracle Application Express (APEX)
development tool. Pro jQuery in Oracle Application Express
covers the fundamentals you need to start enhancing your
applications, with some practical examples that you'll want in
your own applications tomorrow. jQuery is a framework
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already utilized by APEX, and by learning the basics of
jQuery you can leverage the flexible dynamic actions provide
and see your applications raise the bar. Discover why you
should embrace HTML5, CSS, and jQuery library capabilities,
and how they can enhance the user experience. Oracle
Application Express is a mature, browser-based, rapiddevelopment environment with a strong community base
around the #orclapex tag. jQuery is a language for the
browser, with it you can treat your web page as if it were a
database, interacting with a range of features and functions
that can make you into a more constructive, more efficient
developer. Exemplifies how productive APEX, CSS, and
jQuery can be Transforms your PL/SQL skills to CSS and
jQuery Provides jQuery snippets to enhance your application
UX
Combine high volume data movement, complex
transformations and real-time data integration with the robust
capabilities of ODI in this practical guide.
Pro Oracle Database 11g RAC on Linux provides full-lifecycle guidance on implementing Oracle Real Application
Clusters in a Linux environment. Real Application Clusters,
commonly abbreviated as RAC, is Oracle’s industry-leading
architecture for scalable and fault-tolerant databases. RAC
allows you to scale up and down by simply adding and
subtracting inexpensive Linux servers. Redundancy provided
by those multiple, inexpensive servers is the basis for the
failover and other fault-tolerance features that RAC provides.
Written by authors well-known for their talent with RAC, Pro
Oracle Database 11g RAC on Linux gives you a rock-solid
and technically flawless foundation on which to build your
RAC-management skills. Authors Julian Dyke and Steve
Shaw share their hard-won experience in building RAC
clusters, showing you how to build for success using the very
latest Oracle technologies, such as Automatic Storage
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Management (ASM) and Oracle Clusterware. You’ll learn to
troubleshoot performance and other problems. You’ll even
learn how to correctly deploy RAC in a virtual-machine
environment based upon Oracle VM, which is the only
virtualization solution supported by Oracle Corporation. RAC
is a complex and powerful technology. It demands expertise
in its deployment. You can’t just “wing it” in creating a RAC
solution. Julian and Steve have earned the right to term
themselves expert—in Pro Oracle Database 11g RAC on
Linux, they offer a rigorous and technically-correct treatment
of RAC that helps you build a solid foundation of expertise
and achieve success. Rigorous and technically accurate
content Complete coverage of RAC, from planning to
implementation to rollout to ongoing maintenance and
troubleshooting Up-to-date with the very latest RAC features
Design and Deploy Highly Responsive Data-Driven Web 2.0
Applications Deliver next-generation user capabilities and
client-side services in your Oracle-based Web applications by
combining the powerful features of AJAX and PHP. Written by
Web 2.0 programming experts, Oracle Database AJAX &
PHP Web Application Development shows you how to design
faster, lighter, more responsive Web applications while
reducing code support and creation time. You'll learn how to
develop modular AJAX and PHP code, add dynamically
updated content, and implement click-to-edit and drag-anddrop functionality. You'll also get details on incorporating
cutting-edge mashup, reporting, and communication features.
Build robust Web applications that utilize the latest AJAX,
PHP, and modularity techniques Construct AJAX and PHP
objects, controllers, iframes, and models Simplify
programming with reusable modules, open-source libraries,
and templates Optimize scalability, availability, performance,
and security Auto-refresh Web pages and execute XML calls
using the HttpRequest object Add HTML drill-down tables,
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DOM drag-and-drop, and click-to-edit features Retrieve data
from external sources using Remote Procedure Calls and
Pear-based services Solve browser navigation button,
bookmarking, and history tracking issues Allow end users to
customize Web pages using tracking, JSON, and mashups
Facilitate client-side communication with VOIP, IM, targeted
reporting, and file sharing

This book, written by veteran Oracle database
administrator Iggy Fernandez, a regular on the
Oracle conference circuit and the editor of NoCOUG
Journal, is a manageable introduction to key Oracle
database administration topics including planning,
installation, monitoring, troubleshooting,
maintenance, and backups, to name just a few. As is
clear from the table of contents, this book is not
simply a recitation of Oracle Database features such
as what you find in the reference guides available for
free download on the Oracle web site. For example,
the chapter on database monitoring explains how to
monitor database availability, database changes,
database security, database backups, database
growth, database workload, database performance,
and database capacity. The chapters of this book
are logically organized into four parts that closely
track the way your database administration career
will naturally evolve. Part 1 gives you necessary
background in relational database theory and Oracle
Database concepts, Part 2 teaches you how to
implement an Oracle database correctly, Part 3
exposes you to the daily routine of a database
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administrator, and Part 4 introduces you to the fine
art of performance tuning. Each chapter has
exercises designed to help you apply the lessons of
the chapter. Each chapter also includes a list of
reference works that contain more information on the
topic of the chapter. In this book, you'll find
information that you won't find in other books on
Oracle Database. Here you'll discover not only
technical information, but also guidance on work
practices that are as vital to your success as
technical skills. The author's favorite chapter is "The
Big Picture and the Ten Deliverables." If you take the
lessons in that chapter to heart, you can quickly
become a much better Oracle database
administrator than you ever thought possible.
This introduction to SQL for the Oracle database
begins by discussing exactly how data is stored and
maintained in a relational database, familiarizing
readers with SQL INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE
statements. The guide then discusses how to
construct basic queries, choose an appropriate
output, and how to create and use groups. Readers
will also learn how to use joins to query data from
multiple tables, how to create predefined views that
can be stored in a database, and how to utilize the
metadata of a database. Appendices round out the
book, covering the various indexing techniques
available in the Oracle database and discussing how
to install Oracle Database Express Edition and list
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the Oracle built-in data types.
Oracle is an enormous system, with myriad
technologies, options, and releases. Most
users--even experienced developers and database
administrators--find it difficult to get a handle on the
full scope of the Oracle database. And, as each new
Oracle version is released, users find themselves
under increasing pressure to learn about a whole
range of new technologies. The latest challenge is
Oracle Database 11g. This book distills an enormous
amount of information about Oracle into a compact,
easy-to-read volume filled with focused text,
illustrations, and helpful hints. It contains chapters
on: Oracle products, options, data structures, and
overall architecture for Oracle Database 11g, as well
as earlier releases (Oracle Database 10g, Oracle9i,
and Oracle8i) Installing, running, managing,
monitoring, networking, and tuning Oracle, including
Enterprise Manager (EM) and Oracle's self-tuning
and management capabilities; and using Oracle
security, auditing, and compliance (a new chapter in
this edition) Multiuser concurrency, data
warehouses, distributed databases, online
transaction processing (OLTP), high availability, and
hardware architectures (e.g., SMP, clusters, NUMA,
and grid computing) Features beyond the Oracle
database: Oracle Application Express, Fusion
Middleware (including Oracle Application Server),
and database SOA support as a Web services
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provider The latest Oracle Database 11g features:
query result set caching, Automatic Memory
Management, the Real Application Testing,
Advanced Compression, Total Recall, and Active
Data Guard Option Options, changes to the OLAP
Option (transparently accessed and managed as
materialized views), the Flashback transaction
command, transparent data encryption, the Support
Workbench (and diagnosability infrastructure), and
partitioning enhancements (including interval and
new composite types) For new Oracle users, DBAs,
developers, and managers, Oracle Essentials
provides an invaluable, all-in-one introduction to the
full range of Oracle features and technologies,
including the just-released Oracle Database 11g
features. But even if you already have a library full of
Oracle documentation, you'll find that this compact
book is the one you turn to, again and again, as your
one-stop, truly essential reference. "Oracle
Essentials gives a clear explanation of the key
database concepts and architecture underlying the
Oracle database. It's a great reference for anyone
doing development or management of Oracle
databases." --Andrew Mendelsohn, Senior Vice
President, Database Server Technologies, Oracle
Corporation
The book teaches the basics of the Oracle database
from a beginner s perspective to the advanced
concepts using a hands-on approach. Each and
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every concept has been elaborated with suitable
practical examples along with code for clear and
precise understanding of the topic. Using a practical
approach, the book explains how to retrieve, add,
update and delete data in the Oracle database using
SQL, SQL*PLUS and PL/SQL. In the process, it
discusses the various data types and built-in
functions of Oracle, as well as the sorting of records
and the table operations. The text also includes
coverage of advanced queries using special
operators, Oracle security, indexing, and stored
functions and procedures. The book is suitable for
undergraduate engineering students of Computer
Science and Information Technology, B.Sc.
(Computer Science/IT), M.Sc. (Computer
Science/IT) and students of Computer Applications
(BCA, MCA, PGDCA, and DCA). Besides, the book
can be used as a reference by professionals
pursuing short-term courses on Oracle Database
and students of Oracle Certified Courses.
Oracle adalah produk untuk mengolah data atau
mengumpulkan data. Sedangkan oracle database
adalah kumpulan data yang dibuat oleh Oracle dan
kumpulan data tersebut disimpan dalam manajemen
basis data. Oracle database mengelompokkan data
sesuai dengan spesifikasi data masing-masing. Hal
ini tentu memudahkan kita saat membutuhkan data
tersebut. Kita tidak perlu bingung karena data-data
yang ada telah dikelompokkan sehingga waktu kita
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menjadi efisien. Buku ini membahas semua hal
tentang Oracle. Mulai dari pengenalan oracle,
pembuatan database, tabel, field, praktik bekerja
dengan oracle pada objek browser, dan lain
sebagainya. Dengan bahasa yang ringan, tetapi
berbobot, tutorial dalam buku ini akan memudahkan
untuk menguasai Oracle. Buku ini cocok untuk Anda
yang akan dan sudah bergelut dalam bidang
pemrograman data.
This book contains the step by step information
about the Oracle 11g database Administration. This
book is for you if you are familiar with SQL and are
looking for a book that effectively explains the
concepts of the Oracle 11g database Administration.
It gives the core information about administrating the
Oracle 11g database using the new and improved
Enterprise Manager GUI. The book contains lots of
examples and helps you to perform the Oracle 11g
administration in an easier way. You will also find
information about the Grid Architecture in this book.
The soup-to-nuts guide on all things SQL! SQL, or
structured query language, is the international
standard language for creating and maintaining
relational databases. It is the basis of all major
databases in use today and is essential for the
storage and retrieval of database information. This
fun and friendly guide takes SQL and all its related
topics and breaks it down into easily digestible
pieces for you to understand. You’ll get the goods
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on relational database design, development, and
maintenance, enabling you to start working with SQL
right away! Provides an overview of the SQL
language and examines how it is integral for the
storage and retrieval of database information
Includes updates to SQL standards as well as any
new features Explores SQL concepts, relational
database development, SQL queries, data security,
database tuning, and more Addresses the
relationship between SQL and programming as well
as SQL and XML If you’re looking for an up-to-date
sequel to the bestelling first edition of SQL All-in-One
For Dummies, then this is the book for you!
This hands-on, example-driven guide is a practical
getting started tutorial with plenty of step-by-step
instructions for beginner to intermediate level
readers working with BPEL PM in Oracle SOA
SuiteWritten for SOA developers, administrators,
architects, and engineers who want to get started
with Oracle BPEL PM 11g. No previous experience
with BPEL PM is required, but an understanding of
SOA and web services is assumed
Master the XML Programming Features in Oracle Database
11g Develop, debug, and administer data-backed XML
applications using the expert instruction and best practices in
this Oracle Press guide. Oracle Database 11g: Building
Oracle XML DB Applications discusses the latest
development tools, technologies, and components. Find out
how to set up Oracle XML Database (Oracle XML DB), build
XML applications in Oracle JDeveloper 11g, work with XSLT
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stylesheets, and incorporate full-text search. Troubleshooting,
performance tuning, and security are also covered in this
comprehensive resource. Create, store, and query XML types
using Oracle XML DB Load XML documents into relational
tables and define SQL views Parse and validate schema with
Oracle XDK for Java and PL/SQL packages Merge
documents, generate reports, and transform data using XSLT
Construct applications from Oracle XML DB Web services
Use Oracle JDeveloper 11g to design and deploy XML
applications Integrate Oracle Text and Oracle Secure
Enterprise Search features Streamline the development
process using Oracle Application Express
JDBC Tutorials - Herong's Tutorial
ExamplesHerongYang.com
Harness the power of PolyBase data virtualization software to
make data from a variety of sources easily accessible through
SQL queries while using the T-SQL skills you already know
and have mastered. PolyBase Revealed shows you how to
use the PolyBase feature of SQL Server 2019 to integrate
SQL Server with Azure Blob Storage, Apache Hadoop, other
SQL Server instances, Oracle, Cosmos DB, Apache Spark,
and more. You will learn how PolyBase can help you reduce
storage and other costs by avoiding the need for ETL
processes that duplicate data in order to make it accessible
from one source. PolyBase makes SQL Server into that one
source, and T-SQL is your golden ticket. The book also
covers PolyBase scale-out clusters, allowing you to distribute
PolyBase queries among several SQL Server instances, thus
improving performance. With great flexibility comes great
complexity, and this book shows you where to look when
queries fail, complete with coverage of internals,
troubleshooting techniques, and where to find more
information on obscure cross-platform errors. Data
virtualization is a key target for Microsoft with SQL Server
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2019. This book will help you keep your skills current, remain
relevant, and build new business and career opportunities
around Microsoft’s product direction. What You Will Learn
Install and configure PolyBase as a stand-alone service, or
unlock its capabilities with a scale-out cluster Understand how
PolyBase interacts with outside data sources while presenting
their data as regular SQL Server tables Write queries
combining data from SQL Server, Apache Hadoop, Oracle,
Cosmos DB, Apache Spark, and more Troubleshoot
PolyBase queries using SQL Server Dynamic Management
Views Tune PolyBase queries using statistics and execution
plans Solve common business problems, including "cold
storage" of infrequently accessed data and simplifying ETL
jobs Who This Book Is For SQL Server developers working in
multi-platform environments who want one easy way of
communicating with, and collecting data from, all of these
sources
The only Oracle Press guide to MySQL Workbench explains
how to design and model MySQL databases. MySQL
Workbench Data Modeling and Development helps
developers learn how to effectively use this powerful product
for database modeling, reverse engineering, and interaction
with the database without writing SQL statements. MySQL
Workbench is a graphical user interface that can be used to
create and maintain MySQL databases without coding. The
book covers the interface and explains how to accomplish
each step by illustrating best practices visually. Clear
examples, instructions, and explanations reveal, in a single
volume, the art of database modeling. This Oracle Press
guide shows you how to get the tool to do what you want.
Annotated screen shots demonstrate all interactions with the
tool, and text explains the how, what, and why of each step.
Complete coverage Installation and Configuration; Creating
and Managing Connections; Data Modeling Concepts;
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Creating an ERD; Defining the Physical Schemata; Creating
and Managing Tables; Creating and Managing Relationships;
Creating and Managing Views; Creating and Managing
Routines; Creating and Managing Routine Groups; Creating
and Managing User & Groups; Creating and Managing SQL
Scripts; Generating SQL Scripts; Forward Engineering a Data
Model; Synchronize a Model with a Database; Reverse
Engineering a Database; Managing Differences in the Data
Catalog; Creating and Managing Model Notes; Editing Table
Data; Editing Generated Scripts; Creating New Instances;
Managing Import and Export; Managing Security; Managing
Server Instances
The most up-to-date Visual Basic.NET programming
textbook—covering both fundamentals and advanced-level
programming techniques—complete with examples and
solutions Visual Basic.NET (VB.NET) is an object-oriented
computer programming language that can be viewed as an
evolution of the classic Visual Basic (VB), which is
implemented on the .NET Framework. Microsoft currently
supplies two major implementations of Visual Basic: Microsoft
Visual Studio (which is commercial software) and Microsoft
Visual Studio Express (which is free of charge). Forgoing the
large amounts of programming codes found in most database
programming books, Practical Database Programming with
Visual Basic.NET shows students and professionals both how
to develop professional and practical database programs in a
Visual Basic.NET environment by using Visual Studio.NET
Data Tools and Wizards related to ADO.NET 4.0, and how to
apply codes that are auto-generated by solely using Wizards.
The fully updated Second Edition: Covers both fundamentals
and advanced database programming techniques Introduces
three popular database systems with practical examples
including MS Access, SQL Server 2008, and Oracle Features
more than fifty sample projects with detailed illustrations and
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explanations to help students understand key techniques and
programming technologies Includes downloadable
programming codes and exercise questions This book
provides undergraduate and graduate students as well as
database programmers and software engineers with the
necessary tools to handle the database programming issues
in the Visual Studio.NET environment.
Written by the most knowledgeable Oracle JDeveloper author
team in the world This Oracle Press guide shows how to build
Web applications using the Fusion Middleware development
tool, Oracle JDeveloper. The book discusses the latest
technologies and explains how to develop code using multiple
techniques. Oracle JDeveloper 11g Handbook: A Guide to
Fusion Web Development covers the Oracle Application
Development Framework and JavaServer Faces. Hands-on
practice examples walk you through the creation of a
complete sample application that employs highly-interactive
user interface components and declarative development
methods. You will learn the techniques required to implement
Fusion-oriented software solutions in JDeveloper.
Do you use SQL in your daily work? Have you mastered the
basics and need it to do more for you? This book holds the
answers! SQL, or Structured Query Language, is an essential
tool for developers who are coding in any computer language
and with its universal language being domain-specific it is
perfect for programming and managing data. This book, SQL:
The Ultimate Intermediate Guide to Learning SQL
Programming Step by Step, expands on the previous title and
is ideal for helping you with a range of intermediate skills,
providing: - A recap on the basics of SQL - An easy guide to
installing and configuring SQL - Data types and their
functions - Encrypting, creating and indexing views - Getting
the most out of stored routines and functions - The benefits of
normalizing your data - And more… With this handy and inPage 20/29
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depth book, you will be able to build your knowledge and skill
of SQL, no matter how you use it. And as it’s written in an
easy-to-follow style it makes learning a potentially complex
task so much simpler. Get your copy now!
Design Feature-Rich PL/SQL Applications Deliver dynamic,
client/server PL/SQL applications with expert guidance from
an Oracle programming professional. With full coverage of
the latest features and tools, Oracle Database 11g PL/SQL
Programming lays out each topic alongside detailed
explanations, cut-and-paste syntax examples, and real-world
case studies. Access and modify database information,
construct powerful PL/SQL statements, execute effective
queries, and deploy bulletproof security. You'll also learn how
to implement C, C++, and Java procedures, Web-enable your
database, cut development time, and optimize performance.
Create, debug, and manage Oracle-driven PL/SQL programs
Use PL/SQL structures, delimiters, operators, variables, and
statements Identify and eliminate errors using
PLSQL_WARNINGS and exception handlers Work with
functions, procedures, packages, collections, and triggers
Define and deploy varray, nested table, and associative array
data types Handle external routines, object types, large
objects, and secure files Communicate between parallel
sessions using DBMS_ALERT and DBMS_PIPE Call external
procedures through Oracle Net Services and PL/SQL
wrappers Integrate internal and server-side Java class
libraries using Oracle JVM Develop robust Web applications
using PL/SQL Gateway and Web Toolkit

Master the advanced concepts of PL/SQL for
professional-level certification and learn the new
capabilities of Oracle Database 12c About This Book
Learn advanced application development features of
Oracle Database 12c and prepare for the 1Z0-146
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examination Build robust and secure applications in
Oracle PL/SQL using the best practices Packed with
feature demonstrations and illustrations that will help you
learn and understand the enhanced capabilities of
Oracle Database 12c Who This Book Is For This book is
for Oracle developers responsible for database
management. Readers are expected to have basic
knowledge of Oracle Database and the fundamentals of
PL/SQL programming. Certification aspirants can use
this book to prepare for 1Z0-146 examination in order to
be an Oracle Certified Professional in Advanced
PL/SQL. What You Will Learn Learn and understand the
key SQL and PL/SQL features of Oracle Database 12c
Understand the new Multitenant architecture and
Database In-Memory option of Oracle Database 12c
Know more about the advanced concepts of the Oracle
PL/SQL language such as external procedures, securing
data using Virtual Private Database (VPD), SecureFiles,
and PL/SQL code tracing and profiling Implement Virtual
Private Databases to prevent unauthorized data access
Trace, analyze, profile, and debug PL/SQL code while
developing database applications Integrate the new
application development features of Oracle Database
12c with the current concepts Discover techniques to
analyze and maintain PL/SQL code Get acquainted with
the best practices of writing PL/SQL code and develop
secure applications In Detail Oracle Database is one of
the most popular databases and allows users to make
efficient use of their resources and to enhance service
levels while reducing the IT costs incurred. Oracle
Database is sometimes compared with Microsoft SQL
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Server, however, Oracle Database clearly supersedes
SQL server in terms of high availability and addressing
planned and unplanned downtime. Oracle PL/SQL
provides a rich platform for application developers to
code and build scalable database applications and
introduces multiple new features and enhancements to
improve development experience. Advanced Oracle
PL/SQL Developer's Guide, Second Edition is a handy
technical reference for seasoned professionals in the
database development space. This book starts with a
refresher of fundamental concepts of PL/SQL, such as
anonymous block, subprograms, and exceptions, and
prepares you for the upcoming advanced concepts. The
next chapter introduces you to the new features of
Oracle Database 12c, not limited to PL/SQL. In this
chapter, you will understand some of the most talked
about features such as Multitenant and Database InMemory. Moving forward, each chapter introduces
advanced concepts with the help of demonstrations, and
provides you with the latest update from Oracle
Database 12c context. This helps you to visualize the
pre- and post-applications of a feature over the database
releases. By the end of this book, you will have become
an expert in PL/SQL programming and will be able to
implement advanced concepts of PL/SQL for efficient
management of Oracle Database. Style and approach
The book follows the structure of the Oracle Certification
examination but doesn't restrict itself to the exam
objectives. Advanced concepts have been explained in
an easy-to-understand style, supported with feature
demonstrations and case illustrations.
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¿Desea formarse en el manejo del lenguaje PL/SQL de
Oracle? Aquí tiene la solución. Este libro, escrito y
desarrollado principalmente para aquellos que no
pueden acudir de forma presencial a la distinta oferta
formativa ofrecida para este lenguaje, presenta al lector
un curso planificado, con un pautado ritmo de
aprendizaje y un enfoque eminentemente práctico, que
también le servirá como guía de referencia para
posteriores consultas. Su contenido y enfoque basado
en el autoaprendizaje refunde el material y la
metodología utilizados por el autor durante años en la
impartición de este mismo curso en academias y
empresas privadas, en las que ha formado exitosamente
a un gran número de alumnos, muchos de ellos
actualmente trabajando en las diversas empresas del
sector de las Tecnologías de la Información, aplicando
los conocimientos adquiridos en el manejo de bases de
datos de Oracle. Con la utilización de este libro conocerá
los elementos que conforman este lenguaje: tipos de
datos, estructuras de control, cursores, subprogramas,
triggers, tratamiento de errores y objetos, y probar cada
uno de los conceptos aprendidos con multitud de
ejemplos. Además, podrá realizar una autoevaluación de
lo estudiado en el curso a través de 15 supuestos
prácticos resueltos basados en un mismo proyecto (una
base de datos de un hospital), que aprenderá a crear
desde su diseño. No pierda la oportunidad de aprender
con este curso práctico de formación uno de los
lenguajes más extendidos para el diseño de aplicaciones
con bases de datos Oracle, la empresa con mayor
expansión y ventas en este sector. Incluye: 15
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supuestos prácticos totalmente resueltos además de
multitud de ejemplos. 55 cuestiones resueltas para la
preparación de los exámenes de certificación de Oracle
en el lenguaje PL/SQL: 1Z0-144; 1Z0-146 y 1Z0-147.
Design scalable and robust RESTful web services with
JAX-RS and Jersey extension APIs About This Book Get
to grips with the portable Java APIs used for JSON
processing Design solutions to produce, consume, and
visualize RESTful web services using WADL, RAML, and
Swagger A step-by-step guide packed with many real-life
use-cases to help you build efficient and secure RESTful
web APIs in Java Who This Book Is For If you are a web
developer with a basic understanding of the REST
concepts but are new to the idea of designing and
developing RESTful web services, this is the book for
you. As all the code samples for the book are written in
Java, proficiency in Java is a must. What You Will Learn
Introduce yourself to the RESTful software architectural
style and the REST API design principles Make use of
the JSR 353 APIs and Jackson API for JSON processing
Build portable RESTful web APIs, making use of the JAXRS 2.0 API Simplify API development using the Jersey
extension APIs Secure your RESTful web services with
various authentication and authorization mechanisms
Get to grips with the various metadata solutions to
describe, produce, and consume RESTful web services
Understand the design and coding guidelines to build
well-performing RESTful APIs See how the role of
RESTful web services changes with emerging
technologies and trends In Detail REST
(REpresentational State Transfer) is a simple yet
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powerful software architecture style to create scalable
web services and allow them to be simple, lightweight,
and fast. The REST API uses HTTP and JSON, so that it
can be used with many programming languages such as
Ruby, Java, Python, and Scala. Its use in Java seems to
be the most popular though, because of the API's
reusability. This book is a guide to developing RESTful
web services in Java using the popular RESTful
framework APIs available today. You will begin with
gaining an in-depth knowledge of the RESTful software
architectural style and its relevance in modern
applications. Further, you will understand the APIs to
parse, generate, transform, and query JSON effectively.
Then, you will see how to build a simple RESTful service
using the popular JAX-RS 2.0 API along with some realworld examples. This book will introduce you to the
Jersey framework API, which is used to simplify your
web services. You will also see how to secure your
services with various authentication mechanisms. You
will get to grips with various solutions to describe,
produce, consume, and visualize RESTful web services.
Finally, you will see how to design your web services to
equip them for the future technological advances, be it
Cloud or mobile computing. By the end of this book, you
will be able to efficiently build robust, scalable, and
secure RESTful web services, making use of the JAXRS and Jersey framework extensions. Style and
approach This book is written as a step-by-step guide to
designing and developing robust RESTful web services.
Each topic is explained in a simple and easy-tounderstand manner with lots of real-life use-cases and
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their solutions.
The main motivation behind writing this book is to teach
the basic concepts of database systems through
concrete and practical knowledge and examples without
too many wordy and useless pages. The book is made
deliberately concise and short covering the main aspects
of databases that you have to master and gain either for
industrial or academic purposes. The main chapters
includes within this book are: Introduction to Databases,
Database Design, SQL: Structured Query Language,
SQL: Structured Query Language, SQL Transactions,
Procedures & Triggers, Object Relational Databases,
Databases & Java Programming, Solutions & Answers.
The book website can be accessed at: http:
//www.LearnDB.com
Vendor agnostic, no nonsense, no fluff! This book offers
a solid foundation in SQL DML. Intended for anyone who
wants to start using SQL databases, with this book you
can take that first step. This is an invaluable reference
for any user of any SQL database. With this book, you
will learn: * How to write SELECT statements, including
sub-queries * Understand Transaction Control
Commands * Select clauses: FROM, WHERE, ORDER
BY, GROUP BY, HAVING, UNION, MINUS * How to
Insert, Update and Delete data From Oracle ACE
director and the author of An Expert's Guide to Oracle
Technology blog, Lewis Cunningham, this book also
includes a chapter describing where to get software and
documentation for 6 leading free databases: Oracle
Express Edition, MySQL, Postgres, MS SQL Server
Express, DB2 Express and Firebird.
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Initially developed at IBM in the early 1970s, SQL was
formalized by the American National Standards Institute
(ANSI) in 1986. Since then the SQL standard has been
revised seven times. SQL consists of a data definition
language (DDL) and a data manipulation language
(DML). The DDL is used to create, delete, and alter the
structure of a table and other database objects. The DML
is used to insert, retrieve, and update data in a table or
tables. Many database vendors implement a version of
SQL that is not 100% compliant with the standard. They
often add unique features to their SQL, resulting in an
SQL dialect. This book is for you if you want to learn
SQL the easy way. This book uses the free edition of the
Oracle database to show how SQL works.
La presente obra está dirigida a los estudiantes de los
Ciclos Formativos Desarrollo de Aplicaciones
Multiplataforma y Desarrollo de Aplicaciones Web de
Grado Superior, en concreto para el módulo profesional
Bases de Datos. Se cubren con cierto detalle los
distintos modelos de datos predominantes en el
mercado, así como los sistemas de software de bases
de datos que permiten su implementación física. En
primer lugar, se verán los sistemas de almacenamiento
para estudiar después el modelo relacional como
ejemplo de modelado que más se ha impuesto desde su
creación en los años 70. Posteriormente, se verá cómo
se tratan los datos utilizando un gestor o software de
bases de datos, MySQL. A continuación, se detallará el
proceso clásico de desarrollo de bases de datos, desde
su concepción mediante un modelo conceptual hasta su
implementación en un sistema informático y, por último,
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se desarrollará un ejemplo de software de bases de
datos avanzado que utiliza conceptos de la orientación a
objetos (Oracle). Todo ello con numerosos ejemplos y
complementado con una serie de apéndices que
amplían y ompletan los conceptos explicados. Así
mismo, se incorporan test de conocimientos y ejercicios
propuestos con la finalidad de comprobar ue los
objetivos de cada capítulo se han asimilado
correctamente. Además, reúne los recursos necesarios
para incrementar la didáctica del libro, tales como un
glosario con los términos informáticos necesarios,
bibliografía y documentos para ampliación de los
conocimientos.
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